[Is macrophage polarization the Gordian knot of bacterial infections?].
Converging studies show that M1 and M2 macrophages are functionally polarized in response to host mediators. Gene expression profiling of macrophages reveals that various bacteria induce the transcriptional activity of a common host response that includes genes belonging to the M1 program. The microbicidal machinery of M1 macrophages allows them to participate to the clearing of acute infections. However, excessive or prolonged M1 polarization can lead to tissue injury and contribute to pathogenesis. The so-called M2 macrophages play a critical role in the resolution of inflammation by producing anti-inflammatory mediators. These M2 macrophages cover a continuum of cells with different phenotypic and functional properties. Different bacterial pathogens escape from clearing by manipulating functions of M1 macrophages. It has recently been demonstrated that specific M2 programs induced in macrophages by bacterial pathogens are associated with the chronic evolution of infectious diseases.